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This is the third report on project EREP 108, and covers the
month of September 1973.
Preparations this month for the SL-4 experiment included
preparation for a NASA/GSFC-NOAA/AOML ocean color experiment
using a new 10 channel multispectral scanner; the ship exper-
iment for this joint aircraft/surface-vessel study is similar
to that needed for SL-4 and provides a good dry run. Ground
track 62, -which passes from Florida Bay through Key-West- and
across to Cuba was selected as the primary EREP path for the
experiment; this will allow the use of Key West radiosonde
data for the experiment. The P.I. addressed the SL-4 primary
and back-up crews on oceanographic features photographical
from space. The P.I. gave a paper at the annual ASP/ASCM
convention on computer enhancement of ERTS MSS data for the
ocean scene.
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